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Sometime, we spend so much time focusing on the thing that went wrong, we lose view of the 99
additional times things went right. Ralph Waldo Emerson once stated that in order to achieve
contentment, you need to "cultivate the habit to be grateful for every positive thing that comes
to you, also to give thanks continually." Researchers have found that the work of counting one's
blessings actually helps strengthen interactions, in all forms. In "The Other 99 T.Y.M. of
individuals who want transformation and do all they can to accomplish it. You won't turn a blind
eyesight to your struggles, wishing they will fade away if they're ignored. Ignorance is a
progressive thinker's enemy; the realization that although you have got hit some tough patches
the experiences shouldn't negate moments that a kind phrase, a caring act, an example of
forgiveness or the rewarding feeling of knowing you proved helpful hard to achieve a goal
brought you fulfillment and made you happy. Prepare to appreciate and value " To understand
circumstances that assist you to evolve not because you are impervious to discomfort and
disappointment, but because you are accepting of joy. Most importantly, "The Various other 99
T. acceptance, recognition, accountability and action will be the tools of the educated;S" will help
visitors summon up the courage to approach life with an open mind, eyes wide open.E.M.S" the
undervalued concept of gratitude may be the critical theme which defines the groundbreaking
sophomore narrative by Carlos Wallace, author of the bestseller "Life Is Not Complicated, You
Are." This may all be an enigmatic concept for some to grasp;Y.E. The reserve, much like "Life
ISN'T Complicated, You Are" can be an odyssey into recesses of your psyche that you might not
have fully tapped into. By the end of the journey, prepare to view life through a totally different
lens. This publication will teach you to appreciate the nice in your daily life and encourage you to
keep a positive attitude despite the negativity that surrounds you.
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“Reading has always been a habit of great leaders..” ---- George Ambler, April 13, 2013I am not
trying to steal your thunder simply by any stretch but I would like to share a little about how
exactly your thinking and composing relate with my upbringing and existence. Some views may
hardly ever align between us but Personally i think honored contacting you ‘friend’ and I many
thanks for your work that's about helping others. “Reading is definitely a habit of great leaders.
Applying (or re-applying) your message to my personal life, offers me rethinking that frustrating
driver before me disrupting my whole schedule…. Then i recall the days that I experienced no
transportation and experienced to walk in high temperature, rain, snow, or whatever elements
on that day time... The Additional 99 T.! It honestly taught me a lot and it had been also
something I could definitely relate to. Among the best characteristics and habits that my mother
has taught me is that I could never quit learning, from anyone. We might not necessarily agree
but even after that, I can learn. Reactivating knowledge that's already in my own heart and
thinking just comes from refreshing my considering by reading works such as for example yours.
The author provides situations that many of us could be connected with; It’s probably the most
powerful sources of growth, motivation and new tips.by 3 mere seconds. Reading is a superb
investment in your personal development. Sitting in a comfy, air conditioned automobile and
thinking about everything you remind me of in my life is essential for my very own peace..
Viewing what I observe, through only my own eyes, does not always reflect how others observe,
even more it does not really mean this is how our God views it. I've begun to learn to delete
posts that also I don’t trust, after I personally post them. Just God can transform hearts, but once
He decides to work with an individual, I believe the tools that are put in front of us, such as for
example ‘The Other 99 TYMES’ are of great use.. This was such a great read! This is among the
reasons I wanted to learn your reserve(s).. Incidentally, that one phrase I saw in the preview
composing apparently did head to print. But, guess what happens? I may ‘think’ I am in that
hurry and the 2 2 or 3 3 seconds that I've had to wait, because of another driver, irked me.Mr.
Very interesting perspective in self and views in mundane life that tears us aside.E.S. You possess
really changed the way I see LIFE which world we live in. Great job, Carlos! Great Reading for All
Once again Mr. Carlos Wallace has captured my inner feelings. Great publication very inspiring.
There were simple situations in my existence when I am driving and get a little annoyed at a
driver in front of me. Can't really say I'm surprised by how amazing this book is. First, God must
put the desire to improve our considering into our hearts.we might not see it but after scanning
this book you can understand it.. It offers a refreshing and positive spin on existence.Y. Wallace
has defined Love and Understanding. Screen Shot has me remembering why I re-evaluate
articles that I placed on social press.. The Additional 99 TYMES may not be a book for you (so you
think) but when you have read it .. Very interesting perspective about self and views in mundane
life .. Extremely insightful to just how of a positive lifestyle and a declared understanding that it's
no easy journey to get to sometimes. The read was very easy and as somebody who gets bored
of inspirational books this was an ideal length...who need to know and understand The other 99
T. a day to day concern anyone can encounter--which I feel makes it more enjoyable and
insightful.M.E.S.. Absolutely loved this reserve and would definitely recommend it to anyone and
everyone! Excellent Reading A pal loaned me a duplicate of this book to learn. She explained it
helped her to relax, offering her different and positive ways to manage stress and life. After
reading this reserve, I recognized that I wasn't enjoying life just how I should become and today
I have discovered to teach your mind to take pleasure from serenity. I have completely enjoyed
reading "the various other 99 tymes" and recommend it to everyone.. You did it again.So much
time is wasted. Predicated on your last one sir I possibly could hardly wait to read it. Let me say



it noisy, you didn't disappoint. Great job Mr. Wallace and I look forward to reading many a lot
more of your books later on. are the most important. Super happy times 99! Enjoying the book
so far.. A perfect book to teach those (like myself) to learn how to appreciate the nice in
everything.. Appreciate the nice in life.. Thank you once again Professor Wallace, your phrases
always give me an improved prospective.. It’s one of the most powerful sources ..M. Positive
affirmation provided for life struggles. Once He does, we do see what's out there to greatly help
us, almost instinctively. This was such a great read! Many of us possess reacted in this manner, I
am certain. Reading your book, reading the Bible daily and learning how to put factors in
perspective truly does help with personal growth and serenity. I recommend this book 100%
Original Definitely worth the read!. I like to examine and re-read a particular book, in the event I
might have missed a spot the first or second time.Y. I realized that I wasn't enjoying life just how
I should be and now We have learned to teach your mind to enjoy serenity. Every chapter in this
publication has something .. You Gives this reserve to a pal or relative as a gift. This book was so
inspirational and clarifying. After reading the first couple of chapters I decided to purchase my
own Kindle version. Every chapter in this book has something that you can relate with and it
really makes you self-reflect.. I love this book I love this reserve! It provides helped me appear at
a positive perspective on existence and could help my boyfriend when he was going through a
hard time at work. Theres 99 other things to end up being thankful for and this book is one of
these..We all know of someone.
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